
Advanced Film-Making 
Techniques

Main Types of Shot

Angles

Background and Location

Links for More Ideas

Include a range of shots in your short film. Aim to film more shots than you think you will need (if you have time to do 
so) in order to give yourself a choice when editing. Have you incorporated a mixture of the following?

• Long or Wide Shot: good for introducing a setting in a short factual film. An extreme or very wide shot will 
feature the environment, while the subject is hardly visible. A long shot or wide shot usually includes a full-length 
view of the subject with background also featuring strongly.

• Mid Shot: usually shows some of the subject in more detail while still including some setting and background.

• Close-up: a certain feature of the subject – often the head or face of a person – takes up the whole frame. An 
extreme close-up goes a stage further to show even more detail.

As well as varying your shot size, consider the camera angle and position too. Can you add variety by changing the 
angle?

• Low angle: where the camera points upwards towards a subject. Can make someone seem bigger and therefore 
more important or powerful.

• High angle: shooting from above, such as holding the camera above your head or even standing on something 
safely to point the camera downwards. High angles can be good for giving an overview of a scene.

• Side angles: you don’t always have to film someone facing straight on; a shot from the side or even behind can 
give a different perception of a person or location. Filming head-on makes the viewer feel more connected to the 
subject, while filming side-on makes the viewer feel more like an observer.

• Birdeye or Wormseye: as they sound, a birds-eye view is looking directly down from above and a worms-eye view 
is looking up from the ground. Both are a bit more unusual but could add some interesting variety if used subtly 
and carefully.

More to try: 
• Two-shot: includes two people in mid-shot, both framed similarly, for example looking at the camera

• Over the Shoulder: filming the subject over the shoulder of the interview gives the feeling of an interview taking 
place from an observer’s point of view

For the expert or more advanced film-making, can you try to include any of these techniques:

Be creative and imaginative with your background and locations. Most of all consider carefully what else is in shot 
when you are filming. 
Is the background relevant to the subject? E.g. the Headteacher being filmed at their desk or in their office. 
Can you incorporate something in the background as part of your shot? E.g. starting with something in shot before 
panning or zooming to the main subject.

Examples of Types of Shot: http://www.mediacollege.com/video/shots/  
Examples of camera position: http://learnaboutfilm.com/film-language/picture/camera-position/
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